Preliminary characterization of cis interactions between mutations of poliovirus genome.
The effects of three distinct point mutations in the P3 genomic region of poliovirus type 1 (Mahoney strain) have previously been analysed. A U to C change at position 5658, which modifies the proteinase 3C, is responsible for a small plaque phenotype and defective RNA replication. An A to G change at position 7256, which modifies the replicase 3D, is responsible for temperature sensitivity. A C to U change at position 7348, which is silent at the protein level, has no apparent phenotypic effect. These three mutations were introduced into a single poliovirus genome by recombinant cDNA techniques. The resulting plurimutant virus, vHA507, was temperature-sensitive and exhibited a small plaque phenotype. Both these characters were accentuated compared to those of the viruses in which the mutations were on separate genomes. Spontaneous ts+ revertants of vHA507 arose by true reversion of the replicase mutation. The small plaque phenotype and defective RNA replication were partially suppressed in the case of these revertants, despite the fact that the proteinase mutation was still present on their genomes. This suppression was assumed to be due to the presence of the silent mutation at position 7348. This system provides a simple model of cis interactions within the poliovirus genome.